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Julie Murkette turned my manuscript into a beautifully
designed and coherent book. Her extraordinary
contribution to my book not only gave me a product
to be proud of, it also changed my life. Without her
work would the book have been reviewed in the
New York Times? Would the work have been chosen
by National Public Radio for six wonderful shows?
Would I have had a national book tour? I think,
perhaps, not. Her work is top quality and she is
unbelievably helpful, punctual, and good to work with.
— Andrea Siegel
author, Open and Clothed

Julie Murkette
A full range of creative services

Julie Murkette is the most down-to-earth professional
I’ve ever met. She held my hand and never left my
side through the entire process of laying out my book.
She never failed to call me back and answer my
emails. In short, she gave me everything I asked for
and more. Her phenomenal attention to detail and
her keen editor’s eye, was a bonus. Her experience
in the book industry is priceless to me as an author.
If you want your book to be noticed, if you want
your work to shine, if you want the closest thing to
perfection you’ll ever get, then you want Julie Murkette.
— Pamela King Cable
author, Southern Fried Women
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Thank you for your total commitment to the editing
process and creation of the paperback edition. I
could not have asked for a more skillful design. Your
immediate and responsive participation in the process
made it such a pleasure to work with you.
— Natalie Rogers
author, The New TalkPower

Julie lMurkette
P.O. Box 122
Hardwick, MA 01037

Out of the gate, everyone is blown away by the
design. You’ve stolen my thunder. Looking forward
to the next one.
— David Tatlock
author, Dreaming Portugal

(413) 477- 8293
julie@murkette.com
www.juliemurkette.com

What We Do

About Us

For those seeking an affordable alternative to
the currently popular “do-it-yourself” school of
thought, we provide a full range of creative and
consulting services to independently-owned
small business enterprises, small to mid-sized
publishers, and self-publishing writers.

Julie Murkette began working with books
and writers in 1976 as the sole proprietor of
Womanchild Press. For several years she
published chapbooks, broadsides, and an
annual journal of poetry. Each were created
one letter at a time, using metal type and a
19th century treadle-operated letterpress.
Although the technological transition from
letterpress to computer-generated materials
was gradual, her dedication to quality and
perfection remains consistent.
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Advertising design
Branding
Brochures
Business cards
Letterhead

❖ Book Packaging
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Copyediting
Proofreading
Cover design
Interior design, page layout & typesetting
Print estimating and management

❖ Publishing Consulting
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Manuscript critique
ISBN and Copyright registration
Distribution and Promotion

Copyediting

$5.00 per page

Proofreading

$3.00 per page

Research

$50.00 per hour

Consulting

$50.00 per hour

There is no minimum charge.
Rush jobs or technically complex jobs
may incur an additional fee.

Located in rural, central Massachusetts, we
will work with clients anywhere in the world.

Consulting is by appointment via
telephone, in person if geographically
feasible, or e-mail (fee negotiable).

Customer satisfaction is our primary goal,
and we will go to extraordinary lengths to
meet any deadline.

Call or write to discuss your project and
goals, or to request samples of our work.

Julie Murkette
P.O. Box 122
Hardwick, MA 01037
(413) 477-8293
julie@murkette.com
www.juliemurkette.com
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75.00 per hour
$6.00 - $15.00 per page
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❖ Marketing Plans

Book Design
& Typesetting

